
How do your students learn best? Sitting, standing, kneeling, or a mix of everything? 

Schools around the world are transforming and classrooms are evolving from rooms 

filled with static desks in rows, to active places of learning that encourage movement. 

Places where students can transition around their space, working independently or 

collaborating with others.

Today’s learning spaces need flexible furniture to facilitate the 

different learning styles of individual students and support the 

many activities happening in classrooms at any one time.

How do your students learn best? Sitting, standing, kneeling, or a mix of everything?

top ten table 
solutions for your 
classroom.

Here are our top 
ten table solutions to 
make your space flexible, 
adaptable and support your 
teaching and learning.
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Undoubtedly one of our most popular teaching 
tables, Paparoa brings the learning to life. Teachers 
can facilitate small-group instruction getting 
face-to-face with more than one student at a time. 
A whiteboard surface makes the learning visible 
and doubles as a low-tech collaborative tool for 
problem-solving. A popular table in various heights – seated or kneeling. 

The single Switch Table offers so much flexibility: pull apart for assessment, or group 
six together in a collaborative circle – perfect for a senior classroom.

Our best selling table system. 
This dynamic system includes five 
interchangeable tables of different 
shapes and sizes to support individual, 
paired, small and large group learning 
settings. Castors add flexibility and 
make it easy for students to move the 
tables around the classroom. 

Switch Table System™

Paparoa Table
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The clever geometric shape of this table allows 
you to create interesting configurations to 
accommodate different sizes of groups. A single 
table can comfortably seat two students with 
plenty of extra table space for devices and books.

Connect 
Table System

Standing 
Height Tables

Combine Connect Tables with practical Rectangle 
Tables for larger groups in boardroom type settings. 

A standing height table offers student choice and flexibility in any 
space – traditional or modern. Choose from a wide range of table-top 
shapes and pair with a Bodyfurn® Stool so students can stand, sit or 
even perch at the table. This positive movement is proven to be good 
for the body and mind and can help to refocus distracted students.

Top with a Whiteboard to make the table an interactive 
teaching and learning tool for the classroom. 
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There’s plenty of desk-top space for everything 
students need to learn. The offset leg helps 
students get in and out from behind the desk easily 
and the rounded edges won’t catch on uniforms. 
Ideal for independent learning or they can be 
grouped together.

Combine the Alpha Desk with the ergonomic Bodyfurn® Sled Chair 
to give students the best opportunity for successful learning.

Need more surface space? Keep adding rectangle tables. A very affordable and 
effective classroom table system.

The perfect set of tables that can deliver 
individual, small group and large group 
learning when you’re on a budget. Place 
them in the centre of the classroom or 
push straight edges against the wall to 
create more floor space.

D and Rectangle Table System

Alpha Desks
Take a look at the 
configurations you can 
achieve using the Alpha 
Desk, as recommended by 
Teachers Magazine.
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Students of all ages like to learn on the floor. Furnware have 
kneeling tables in all shapes and sizes, from the Flower Table for 
junior spaces, to the classic Rectangular Table in whiteboard for 
older students.

Kneeler 
Tables

Freeville Table and 
Round Table System

Kneeler Tables - throw in some Cookie Pad floor cushions for added comfort.

This flexible, functional table system combines in a variety of 
ways to suit the size of your learning space – small and narrow 
or wide and open. Create learning spaces where students are 
encouraged to contribute and collaborate.

This system combines to fit in any size space including small, narrow and wide.
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Tiered seating with whiteboard surfaces support 
a learner-led competency and project-based 
curriculum where the learning is visible and active. 
In these zones, there’s plenty of room for larger 
groups to present and debate.

Create a tiered learning zone using Endeavour Mobile Table with Base Quarter Circle Benches and Round 
Star Base Tables, or Base Tables with Base Curve Couches. Complete both sets with Bodyfurn® Stools.

Study Nooks work for students of all ages.

Designed for students who need 
a quiet space and privacy in a 
classroom to help them concentrate 
or refocus. Great in classrooms and 
libraries, Study Nooks suit those 
who respond to learning in a ‘cave 
environment’.*

*David Thornburg’s ‘Campfires in Cyberspace’ 
suggests there are three specific zones to 
implement in a classroom to optimize learning 
for different student types - the “campfire”, 
the “watering hole” and the “cave”. 

Study Nook

Tiered Learning Zone
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